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**Prof. Kody LAW** (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA) will present a seminar entitled:

« Multilevel Monte Carlo for Inference »

Abstract:

For half a century computational scientists have been numerically simulating complex systems. Uncertainty is recently becoming a requisite consideration in complex applications which have been classically treated deterministically. This has led to an increasing interest in recent years in uncertainty quantification (UQ). Another recent trend is the explosion of available data. Bayesian inference provides a principled and well-defined approach to the integration of data into an a priori known distribution. The posterior distribution, however, is known only point-wise (possibly with an intractable likelihood) and up to a normalizing constant. Monte Carlo methods have been designed to sample such distributions, such as Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) and sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) samplers. Recently, the multilevel Monte Carlo (MLMC) framework has been extended to some of these cases, so that approximation error can be optimally balanced with statistical sampling error, and ultimately the Bayesian inverse problem can be solved for the same asymptotic cost as solving the deterministic forward problem. This talk will concern the recent development of multilevel SMC (MLSMC) samplers and the resulting estimators for standard quantities of interest as well as normalizing constants. These algorithms fall in the category of importance sampling based MLMC methods. Other strategies for applying MLMC in the inference context will also be surveyed, including coupled algorithms, and approximate couplings. Time permitting, connections will be made to dimension-independent likelihood-informed MCMC and multi-index MCMC.
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